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COMPOSITION OPERATORS ISOLATED IN

THE UNIFORM OPERATOR TOPOLOGY

EARL BERKSON1

Abstract. It is is shown that <p is an analytic map of the disc \z\ < 1 into itself

such that (¡> has radial limits of modulus 1 on a set of positive measure, then for

1 < p < oo the corresponding composition operator on Hp is isolated in the

topological space of composition operators on Hp (with the uniform operator

topology).

In this note we show that a composition operator whose composing function has

a boundary function of modulus 1 on a set of positive measure is isolated in the

metric space of composition operators (the metric being distance in the space of

bounded operators). Throughout what follows, let K be the unit circle \z\ = 1 in the

complex plane C. Let D = {z G C: |z| < 1}. We denote normalized Lebesgue

measure on K by a. For a function/ in H°°(D) we denote its boundary function by

/ As a convenience, we shall standardize / as the radial limit of /where the radial

limit exists, and as 0 where the radial limit does not exist.

Theorem. Let <#> be an analytic map of D into D such that a(A) > 0, where

A = <j>~x(K). Let tp be an analytic map of D into D, and let C^, C^ be the

corresponding composition operators on HP(D), 1 < p < oo. If \\C^ — CJ| <

[o(A)/2]x/p, then t/> = <p.

Proof. Let B = \p~x(K). For each positive integer n,

f ||*T-if do< f\r-¿«fdo<yc„-c/.
JA\B JK

Letting n -» oo, we get, by bounded convergence, that o(A \ B) < \\C^, — C^,\\p <

o(A)/2. Hence

o(A n B)>o(A)/2. (1)

Let / be an arc on K, and let E be the set consisting of the endpoints of / (/ may

exclude one or both points of E). By (1) neither <j> nor tp is constant, and hence

o(\p~x(E)) = o(<f>~x(E)) = 0. For each positive integer n, define kn on AT by taking kn

to be identically 1 on / and identically n-1 on K \ J. Let Fn be the (bounded) outer
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function on D induced by k„:

F„(z) = exp^r'jT2V + z)(e"-z)-1 log *„(>*) dr}.

Since &„ is continuous on K \ E, a standard argument using a theorem of Lindelöf

[3, Theorem 4, p. 346] shows that there is a subset Wn of A n R such that

<x(Jr„) = 0, and, on (A n R) \ ^„, |C^(F„)| = *„(¿), |C^(F„)| = kn(j>). For all *,

/ |^)-^)|^a<||C,-CjVX.
J(A n B)\ w„

Noting that a(W„) = 0, and using the definition of Fn, we can replace this

inequality by

f      (**(*) - kn(4>)\" do < ||C„ - C/^-O + «^a(Ä: \ /)}.

Denote by A:y the characteristic function (on K) of /. Let n —» oo in the last

inequality and get

/      |*>(*) - *,(*)f * < || q - Cj'o-(/). (2)
■'/(ni

Let SF and $ be, respectively, the restrictions to A n R of \p and <p. Using the

symbol A to indicate the symmetric difference of sets, we can now restate (2) as

o(*-x(J) A <&-'(/)) < || C, - C4Po(J), (3)

for any arc / on K. For each positive integer n, partition K into finitely many

disjoint arcs J^, J$"\ . . . , Jj£>, each of length less than n~x. Let

mn

Qn= u*-vn**-vn-
k-\

On (A n B)\ Qn we have

|* - $| < n~x. (4)

Set Q = lim inf„ß„. Then o(Q) < lim inf„a(ß„)- By (3), o(Qn) < \\C+- CJ' for

all n. So o(Q) < ||C„ - CJ' < a(>l)/2. By (1), a((v4 n R)\ Q) > 0. However, by

(4), * = d> on (A n R) \ g. By [2, Theorem (2.2)] «/- = <».

By virtue of Remark (iii) we have

Corollary. Let </> and \p be nonconstant inner functions, and let C^, C^ be the

corresponding composition operators on HP(D), 1 </>< oo. If \\C^ — C^\\ < 1, then

Remarks, (i) The metric space of composition operators on HP(D) (with metric

the norm-distance between operators) is clearly not discrete. In fact, if <p is an

analytic map of D into a compact subset of D, then it is easy to see that

lim_,-||C^-C^||=0.

(ii) In [1] it was shown that for 1 < p < oo, the identity operator is isolated in

the space of composition operators on HP(D) (with the uniform operator

topology). The theorem above extends this result.
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(iii) The Corollary can be obtained by using the method of proof of the Theorem

with obvious modifications such as using K instead of the sets A and B. However,

the author is indebted to the referee for the following more general observation. By

dispensing with the use of (1) the proof of the Theorem shows the following

proposition: if <¡> and \p are analytic maps of D into D, A and B are, respectively,

4>~l(K) and yp~x(K), and 1 < p < oo, then ||C^ - C7^,|| < [o(A n B)]x/p implies

<p = \p. The Corollary then follows directly from the statement of this proposition.

Moreover, the Theorem itself is a consequence of this proposition. One need only

obtain (1) as before.
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